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About me 
 
 

-  Head of Strategic Communication at the UK’s National  Statistics Institute 
 
 

-  Background working in: crisis communication, content strategy, media 
management and strategic communication 
 
 

-  Education: BA (Hons) & MA in English Literature and an Executive MBA  
(+ other communication-related things) 
 
 

-  Worked with: 

http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/news/


In this session we will 
 

- Explore how communication is changing 
 

- Discuss the role of a modern National Statistical Institute and its experts  
 

- Look at the reasons to communicate differently and in a layered way 
 

- Learn the secrets to getting people interested and share examples of 
effective content 

 

- Establish guiding principles 
 

- Define success  
 



Where do you get your news? 



Where do you get your news? 



Where do you get your news? 



Where do you get your news? 



When do you get your news? 



Is all news real? 



Statistics Institutes are vulnerable to fake news and alternative facts 



We can (and sometimes should) strike back 



Who is the audience for statistical products? 



Are statistical bulletins alone enough? 



Could you ‘elevator pitch’ your statistics? 



Content is like cake: it needs layers 



Layer One: The Expert 



Layer Two: The Skilled 



Layer Three: The Interested 



Layer Four: Everyone (including the disinterested) 
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Layer Four: Everyone (including the disinterested) 



The challenge for all of us is: Can we do the same and more? 



Communicating information using the inverted pyramid 



The inverted pyramid in action 



The inverted pyramid 

The most newsworthy content 
Headlines, key points and findings 

Important details 
Considerations etc 

Background 
Methodology etc 



What makes newsworthy content? 

Who 
What 
When 
Where 
Why 
(How) 



What makes newsworthy content? 

Who says so/needs to know/was surveyed? 
 

What have you found/is the key figure or message? 
 

When was the last time the figure was this high or low? 
 

Where does this relate to? 
 

Why did this occur/do we do this? 
 

How will this help society/how did you find it out? 



Content ideas for NSI’s 

- Answer the questions that others cannot 
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Content ideas for NSI’s 

- Answer the questions that others cannot 
 
 

- Set the record straight and bust myths 
 
 

- Highlight change over time  
 
 

- Show global comparisons and/or geographic disparities 
 
 

- People love lists – show rankings of the best and worst 
 
 

- Correlations (where there is causation!) 
 
 

- Mine the data and find something hidden in its depths 



Content advice 

- Work on amazing headlines and key messages that entice and 
tease 
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Content advice 

- Work on amazing headlines and key messages that entice and 
tease 
 
 

- Let the data lead and don’t assume you know the story – are there 
any emerging trends? 
 
 

- Add context and challenge yourself to introduce something to 
improve the story 
 
 

- Keep it simple – show AND tell 
 
 

- Always be accurate, organised and unique 



The most powerful one word question you can ask 

Why? 



Thinking differently… 



The secret to getting people interested 

- Share something that’s new  
 
 

- Something that’s interesting 
 
 

- Something that’s controversial or perception-changing 
 
 

- Something relevant to the particular audience 
 
 

- Something that supports your own beliefs and you share passionately 
 
 

- Make it accessible and/or layer it 



So what…? 

A powerful two word question you can ask 



What is your most popular content? 



In the UK, it is baby names… 



Defining success 
 
 
- Increasing content dwell times  

 

- Content syndication across outlets and mediums 
 

- Verbatim quoting of copy 
 

- Seeding stories to the media 
 

- More shares than before 
 

- Increasing social interaction 
 

- Positive feedback 



Recap 
 
- Audience and their expectations/needs come first 

 
- Think like a journalist and front-load your content 

 
- But remember you’re the expert; no one knows more than you 





Recap 
 
- Audience and their expectations/needs come first 

 
- Think like a journalist and front-load your content 

 
- But remember you’re the expert; no one knows more than you 

 
- Have a relentless curiosity and dig deep. From now on, your most  common 

phrases will be ‘why?’ and ‘so what…?’ 
 

- If it’s not a challenge, it’s not worth doing! 
 

- Have fun! 
 





Рахмат сага  
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